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Metanoia - let your minds be remade  
 
Dr Barry White 
 

The opening talk on this year’s WCCM theme of Metanoia was given 
by Dr Barry White, an Irish Intensive Care Specialist. His talk, titled The 
Science & Art of Healing, addressed this theme in the light of his own 
experience as a doctor and meditator. He gave a wide ranging and 
rich reflection on meditation and human healing.  
 
He began ‘What is Metanoia? Metanoia is 
recognizing the path. Metanoia is traveling 
along the path with a commitment that is 
not less than everything. Every thought, 
every word, every action. Every moment. 
Metanoia is traveling the path with a sense 
of urgency and an appreciation that time is 
limited.’  
 
A brief overview of the ground he covered:  
Meditation is our daily practice in Metanoia, our way of traveling the 
path. Meditation is the practice of attention without attachment 
which enables growth in awareness. Developing this awareness helps 
in the healthcare professionals’ relationship with patients, in dealing 
with the complexity of contemporary medical care, in avoiding 
burnout in this demanding work. Meditation enables self-healing and 
thus enables the healing of others. For us, Jesus is the healer who 
enables our self-healing, the source of the process of Metanoia. 
 
His summary of the process of Metanoia: ‘So, attention leads to 
awareness. The purity of the attention leads to the purity of the 
awareness, and that in turn leads to meaningful relationship. That 
meaningful relationship is with my body, my mind, my deeper Self 
(capital S), and then the people around me, the world I live in from an 
ecological perspective, and also the creative energy of the universe - 
God. So that meaningful relationship is an experience of unity, of 
reduction in separation. And that in turn is healing, leads to healing.’ 

 
Continued on page 11 
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Greetings from the NZCCM 
National Co-ordinator 
 

My sincerest thanks to Margaret Paton, who 
retired as our 
Stillpoint editor 
after putting the 
December issue 
together last year. 
Margaret was 
wonderful to work 
with – always 
efficient, on time, 
creative and kind. 
She called herself just a “plain, ordinary 
typist” with a good computer and publishing 
programme. But she is so much more - it 
takes skill and patience to arrange a pile of 
files into a coherent whole. Margaret has a 
flair for publishing, and I thank her very 
much.  
 
No pressure, Grace and Helen!! I am very 
grateful that Grace and Helen have offered to 
take on the editing role. As with all our 
voluntary work, we learn on the job, make 
mistakes (speaking from experience here), 
pick ourselves up and keep going, knowing 
that our efforts are contributing to a whole 
that is much bigger than ourselves. 
 

 
I hope, Grace and Helen, that you will have 
fun learning and playing around with fonts, 
arrangement of pages and all that goes into 
producing a newsletter for us. 
 
As with every organisation, the World 
Community for Christian Meditation has 
developed safeguarding guidelines. We have 
adopted these and included also a process for 
responding to any complaints or conflict that 
arises in our community. You will find this on 
our website complaint, conflict guidelines 
 
I am enjoying working with our wonderful 
NZCCM team again this year. As you see, 
Raymond is offering an online Essential 
Teaching Series; Vincent is organising an 
Auckland retreat; Rosie, Raymond and Peter 
are offering another 7-day silent retreat in 
September, Maureen beavering away as our 
treasurer…. The list goes on. I am privileged 
to be part of such a committed and cheerful 
crew. And, of course, there is the backbone 
of NZCCM – all the meditators, the groups 
and group leaders.  
 
Thank you all so much! 
 
 
 
 

with love, Linda Polaschek 

 

Meet the new editors: 
 

     
  Grace Switzer         Helen Dowling 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Grace and Helen have been involved in Christian meditation 

for a number of years. Grace leads the Manurewa meditation 

group and Helen is a member of the Hamilton group.   

 

They are both looking forward to their role editing Stillpoint. 
 

Who in the bible knew the most people? 

Abraham, he knew a Lot. 

https://christianmeditationnz.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Conflict-Complaints-Safeguarding-Guidelines-September-2022-FINAL.pdf
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The Pathway to Healing in the Inner Room  
 

On Saturday 3rd December 2022, Raymond Eberhard led a community day at the Papakura church hall. 
Raymond’s two presentations centred on a series of talks from Fr Thomas Keating. The talks are 
available on CD and also from the WCCM website. After each talk we broke into groups and Raymond 
gave us some questions to ponder and discuss.  
 

Thomas Keating, O.C.S.O. (1932-2018) was an American Catholic monk and priest 
of the Order of Cistercians of the Strict Observance. Fr Keating is remembered as 
one of the principal developers of Centering Prayer which has been described as 
the “first cousin” to meditation in the Christian tradition. Both styles of prayer are 
so similar to be almost indistinguishable.  
 

I have long enjoyed listening to and reading Thomas Keating. He is, in my opinion, 
the best promulgator of the power contemplative prayer brings to healing the self-
inflicted wounds of the ego. And in the process of being healed we come to an ever-growing awareness 
of self-knowledge.  
 

In September 2013 I had the misfortune to leap over a farm fence and break my ankle. I was laid up at 
home for two weeks before I could hobble back to work. Time off work gave me the opportunity to read 
Invitation to Love – The Way of Christian Contemplation, by Thomas Keating. The talks Raymond 
introduced us to come from this book which, I believe, is one of the very best books on meditation as a 
spiritual path to wholeness.  
 

I did more than just read this book, I journaled it. Copying down paragraphs in a hardcover notebook 
and then over the months and years that followed, returning to these handwritten pages with a 
highlighter pen. Nine years on I still go back to this journal and marvel at discovering experiences and 
insights that Fr Keating assures us are part of the way of Christian meditation. 
 

 

“Silence is God’s first language; 

everything else is a poor translation.” 
 

 

Fr Keating grounds his teaching in John 10:10, “I came that they may have life and have it to the full.” He 
writes, “The abundant life is divine union, which includes the capacity to use all things as stepping 
stones to God rather that as an end in themselves.”   
 

Thomas Keating, along with others who write and reflect on the spiritual journey, warns the reader that 
the path is not linear. While momentum is forward, God is always in control and will inevitably allow us 
to slip back. We are on a path to purification; a journey that takes decades and may only come to 
fruition as we approach death.  
 

Perhaps Fr Keating’s most famous quote comes from chapter 14 of this book. “Silence is God’s first 
language; everything else is a poor translation. In order to hear that language, we must learn to be still 
and to rest in God.” In the next issue of Stillpoint I will further explore the many pearls of wisdom that 
are contained in these pages. 
 

My thanks to Raymond for introducing us to the wisdom of Thomas Keating. He has contributed much 
to the revival of contemplative prayer at a time humanity desperately needs stillness and silence. And a 
very big thank you to the Papakura meditation community who prepared a wonderful spread of food 
and in so doing made this particular event that much more memorable.  
 

(Part Two of this story will be published in the next issue) 
 

Vincent Maire 

Fr. Thomas Keating  
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NZCCM Retreat January 2023 
 

The 9th biennial NZCCM national retreat was held from Monday 16 to Thursday 19 of January at Waikato 
university. The Lady Goodfellow chapel was a beautiful setting for the retreat, an oasis in the student 
campus that was relatively quiet in vacation time. 67 people attended this three-day silent retreat, 
many returning yet again, some for the first time, several from Australia. After the initial evening sharing 
together, we remained in silence until breakfast on the final morning. 
 
The retreat was led by Kath Houston from Australia, Director of WCCM for liaison with national 
communities. The theme of the retreat was Peace that the world cannot give. Kath gave six talks 
throughout the retreat. Her talks were thoughtful, experiential, practical. They were based on the 
conviction that, given the incomplete, limited and divided state of humanity today, shared peace 
between us can only arise from individually finding peace within ourselves first, a process that 
meditation supports.  
 
One key point that Kath made during her talks was that through a regular practice of meditation we 
gradually discover in silence, beyond thought, that God is in the centre of our being … and the centre of 
all human beings. This realisation gradually loosens our attachment to our own needs, agendas and 
ideas, opening us to others, to hear, appreciate and understand their perspectives, different as they 
often are from ours. Peace between ourselves and others is based on this peace discovered within 
ourselves. Kath’s talks are available on our NZCCM website. 
 
The five periods of meditation throughout each day were framed by liturgies based on the Benedictine 
office, which were led in the afternoons by Rev Rosie Dell.  On the last morning a Eucharistic liturgy was 
led by Fr Peter Murphy. At the end of the Eucharist, Rosie made her final commitment as a Benedictine 
Oblate in the WCCM. 
 
One successful innovation carried over from the last retreat was having a panel of four people for the 
two evening sessions devoted to answering participants’ questions. The variety of perspective and 
insight among the panel members, sometimes sparking off one another, enhanced the richness and 
depth of these sessions. At the end, when we were talking again, various participants shared that they 
had found the silent retreat a valuable spiritual experience. This retreat started the year well for 
NZCCM, being the first of several opportunities to share and deepen our life together as a meditative 
community throughout the coming year. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    (L-R) Peter Murphy, Kath Houston, Rosie Dell, Vincent Maire & Linda Polaschek (standing) 
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Retreat Mass with Fr Peter Murphy 
 

 

 

               
 
Rosie Dell and Jo Ward (NZCCM Oblate Coordinator)          Kath Houston addressing retreat participants 
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OMEGA POINT 

The 2023 Auckland Retreat 

 
 

by Vincent Maire 

 

Over the years the Auckland retreat has explored the teachings and writings of many notable Christian 
contemplatives. Last year it was John Main, while Thomas Merton, Bede Griffiths, Meister Eckhart and 
the Spanish mystics have featured over the years.  
 

This year, we will explore one of the twentieth century’s more 
notable, and at times controversial mystics, Pierre Teilhard de 
Chardin. He was born in France in 1881 and died in New York City on 
Easter Sunday, 1955. Between these decades, Teilhard’s life included 
a call to priesthood with the Jesuits, serving as a stretcher-bearer in 
the trenches of World War One, and between 1923 and 1946 doing 
fieldwork as a geologist and palaeontologist in remote parts of China.  
 
Teilhard’s theology interpreted creation as a dynamic process. The 
world is not simply a 
static stage on which 
human beings play 
their parts. The world, 
under the presence of 
God's Spirit, is evolving 
and being brought to 

completion. This moment of completion, the unification 
of all in God, is the end of evolution and referred to by 
Teilhard as the Omega Point.   
 
In his lifetime, Teilhard’s views were controversial. He challenged the literal interpretation of Genesis. 
He proposed a theory of evolution, which called for a reinterpretation of creation, human origins, and 
original sin. He authored a number of books of which The Divine Milieu (1927) and The Phenomenon of 
Man (1940) are the most well-known and still in print. As with so 
many mystical thinkers over the centuries, Teilhard’s views were 
considered contrary to the Church’s thinking and he was forbidden 
to teach theology. Yet within a decade or so of his death, his 
influence was seen in Vatican II's pastoral document, The Church in 
the Modern World. More recently, Teilhard is referenced in Pope 
Francis’ encyclical on the environment, Laudato si.  
 
Given Teilhard’s lifetime commitment to the Jesuit order, it is 
appropriate that our retreat leader, Adriana Janus, is herself a 
member of the New Zealand Ignatian community. Adriana was born 
in Netherlands and has lived in NZ since 1983. She completed a 
degree in Theology in 2005 and worked in various roles in the Catholic 
church for 14 years. In 2018 Adriana completed a Certificate in the 
Ministry of Spiritual Direction in the Ignatian Tradition.  

(cnt’d next page) 

 

We are not human beings 

having a spiritual 

experience. We are spiritual 

beings having a human 

experience. 

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 

 

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/pierre-teilhard-de-chardi-quotes
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Adriana now gives Spiritual Direction, leads retreats and supports people interested in becoming Catholic.  
Under Adriana’s gentle guidance, the retreat will look at aspects of Teilhard’s spirituality relevant for 
modern times and include talks, periods of silence, prayer and meditation. People new to the practice of 
meditation in the Christian tradition are most welcome to attend.  
 
Given the impact of global climate change, it isn’t surprising that Pierre Teilhard de Chardin remains an 
influential presence in contemporary Christian spirituality. A search through the Auckland Library 
database shows a remarkable number of titles including his own books. Authors listed as referencing 
Teilhard include Ilia Delio OSF, Lloyd Geering, John Philip Newell, Cynthia Bourgeault, Henri de Lubac and 
Ursula King. A visit to your local library might be a fruitful way to prepare for the retreat. 
 
The Auckland retreat takes place over the weekend of July 21 to 23 at the St Francis Retreat Centre in 
Hillsborough. The early bird cost is $290.00. The early bird ends June 30th and after that the cost is 
$330.00. Registrations close Sunday July 9th. Information on applying for financial assistance to attend is 
in the retreat brochure which is on the Events page of the WCCM-NZ website. For more information email 
retreat@christianmeditationnz.org.nz. 
 

 

 
Waikato and Bay of Plenty Community Day 

New Zealand Community for Christian Meditation 
One heart…one mind… 

 

 

Exploring the Mystical Feminine Side of our Tradition  
 

At this Community Day we will be guided by Avril Manly, Myra Mains and Cat Jehly, as we 
explore the lives of some remarkable figures from the feminine side of our tradition, focusing 
on: Teresa of Avila, Julian of Norwich and Teresa of Calcutta. 
 

Saturday 11th March 2023, 10:30am to 2:30pm 

St Mary’s Catholic Church Hall, Corner Ranolf and Seddon Streets, Rotorua 
 

Morning tea, coffee and biscuits available from 10am! 
Meditators and people new to meditation are most welcome! 

Please bring:  Your lunch,  Koha (suggested $10), $2 for a book raffle raising funds for 

‘Friends’, enabling the spread and resourcing of Christian Meditation world-wide. 

Credit card or cash if you would like to buy books from Pleroma Christian Supplies 

 

Any queries, please contact Raymond Eberhard on 

07 5495329 or celebrantraymond@gmail.com 

 

  

mailto:celebrantraymond@gmail.com
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Christchurch Community Day 
 

The December community day in Christchurch was led by Eva Natanya, an American lay spiritual 

teacher. A Catholic, educated in theology and spirituality who also has long experience of Buddhist 

meditation, Eva has participated in several inter contemplative dialogues with Laurence Freeman.  

Her topic was Resurrection in Christian life, meaning living the resurrected life now. Drawing from the 

spiritual traditions of Christianity, including the early Church fathers and the mystical tradition of prayer 

known as Hesychasm in the Orthodox Church, she showed we are not simply waiting for resurrection we 

believe will happen, but in our lives now are beginning to know the resurrected life we will find in 

fullness beyond death. This fullness of humanness as embodied spirits arises from the incarnation. The 

eternal Son of God became material as the man Jesus so that we who are material could be transformed 

spiritually.  Thus, the Church father Athanasius said, ‘God became human that the human might become 

divine’. In modern terms, made in the image of God we humans are intended by God to manifest the 

likeness of God. 

 

Eva’s material was profound and new for many of us present. While this was sometimes difficult to 

grasp, all of us were left with having been in the presence of someone fully committed to the spiritual 

path who manifested that in her interactions with all those who were present. 

 

Nick Polaschek 

 

 
Eva Natanya (right) and Christchurch Coordinator Annette Reinheimer 
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Christchurch Community Day (continued…..) 
 
One day retreat with Eva Natanya (hosted by the Christchurch Meditation Community) 
3rd December 2022, Christchurch.  Core themes from the book  "Living Resurrected Lives: What it 
Means and Why it Matters" (Cascade Books, 2020). co-authored by Eva Natanya with Mary Ralph, her 
mother. 
 

The venue for our time with Eva was the Catherine McAuley Centre in the grounds of Villa Maria 
College, Christchurch. It was a beautiful day but with a cold wind.  We had several people from 
Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin and even Taupo who had come specifically to hear Eva. 
 

Annette explained how Eva was keen to meet with other meditators while here in Christchurch and it 
was with much enthusiasm Annette facilitated the day for us. 
 
Eva has been a meditator since the age of 12 when her mother taught her both Christian and Buddhist 
meditation. Later on, Eva explored both disciplines and earned an MA in Christian Systematic Theology 
at the graduate Theological Union, and a PhD in Religious Studies from the University of Virginia. Eva is 
co-founder of the Centre of Contemplative Research in Colorado. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eva addressing the group 
 

Eva aimed to give us an insight for belief in the gospel accounts through: 
 

• Saint Paul's teachings on the transformation of the body in resurrection: what dies  
and what lives on. 

• Early Christian intuitions about the sublime qualities of the glorified body.  

• Explore how we might cultivate such qualities through our own individual practice. 

• Propose an embodied resurrection mysticism that can spread and transform our lived 
practice every day. 

 

Eva portrayed as a gentle, quietly spoken person who shared with us about the book. She led us through 
two guided meditations during her presentation. She compared several areas of Buddhism and Christian 
Meditation, commenting that there are several variations in Buddhism. Eva gave us plenty of food for 
thought.  We were challenged to look at a much deeper level of consciousness and our understanding of 
our Triune God.  A very interesting and thoughtful day with mental exhaustion at the end. 
 

Eva may be visiting New Zealand next year and looks forward to attending another day in the future. 
 

Mary Carshalton- Woodend (Christchurch) meditator  
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Sacred Housekeeping 
A reflection on sea lions, meditation and unity of all life 

 
 
The Catlins February 2023 
 

I sit at my desk looking out my window at the white caps, the nor easter is whipping up on the sea and marvel at 
the miracle intermingling of sea and land. It is easy to forget what a fragile ecosystem our oceans are. They’re just 
there, every day, but our lives depend on them, are intricately intertwined with them and the creatures that 
inhabit them.  
 
This sea I look out on, constantly reminds me of the tidal nature of life. Every day I watch the creation of a new 
story played out in the movement of a tidal seascape. It’s astonishing to me how, over four years, in the face of 
such movement and change my practice of Christian meditation along with rumination on Benedict’s Rule has led 
into an experience of greater stability - a conversion of life and living. As my meditation practice becomes 
embedded in my life here in the Catlins, I become more and more aware of the unity at the heart of all life.  I 
recognise my connectedness to all living beings and the divine at the heart of life.  
 
Earlier this morning I stopped by Karoro Creek to watch the antics of a young sea lion and possibly its mother. The 
latter looked small so may have been an older juvenile. The bigger creature lazed in the sun but the youngster 
wanted to play. He or she reminded me of a puppy or young lamb, frolicking around its parent. In the end it gave 
up and went swimming in the creek.   
 
A few days ago at Surat Bay I chatted with tourists from Quebec who wanted to know where to go to see sea 
lions. As we stood looking out towards the river mouth I pointed to a nose popping up from the water.  I said, 
“There’s one swimming towards us. It’s probably fishing.  A younger one is way down there on the beach by the 
river mouth”. We stood for a moment then they asked, “So which beach would we see them up close?” I wanted 
to say, “Do you not see the gift right in front of you? “ However I maintained a Benedictine calm, suggested 
Cannibal Bay, and pointed out that one could never be sure.  These are wild creatures. They don’t come on order.  
 

I am used to sighting pakake -sea lion.  It is easy to forget that the current 
total population estimate is only 12,000, with most breeding confined to 
Auckland Island and Campbell Island. In 1994 a sea lion pup was born on 
an Otago beach – probably the first on the mainland for over 200 years. 
A small population has descended from this single maternal line. The 
species is at risk. I can never forget what a gift such a sight is.  
 
There have been significant efforts to have the Catlins coast included in a 
Marine Protected Area. Hoiho – yellow eyed penguins are increasingly 
under pressure as are sea lions and some gull species. Many are open to 
the idea, but a way forward is yet to be negotiated between various 
interested parties. To me, this is sacred housekeeping. Just as indoors in 

our various manifestations of home life, we function well when we recognise the mutuality of our existence so 
too we need to recognise that mutuality of earth and sea, human and fish and sea creatures. Meanwhile the tide 
ebbs and flows, life plays out. I give thanks. I say my mantra.  
 

Yvonne Smith 
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Fourteen WCCM oblates attended the recent NZCCM retreat.    Who are oblates?  
 
Oblates are established meditators who have recognised a personal call to complement their daily 
meditation practice by seeking to live according to certain principles and practices derived from the 
ancient Rule of St Benedict. These include a daily pattern of prayer and reflection, participation in the 
life of the local oblate community and, as possible, service to the wider meditation community. There 
are 45 WCCM oblates in New Zealand. Several oblates marked key moments on the oblate journey at 
the national retreat. Kitty Chiu, Jenny Wolf and Patricia Hsu, formerly seekers, became postulants at the 
oblate meeting during the retreat, a first step in discerning whether the Benedictine way is a call for 
them in their lives, formally beginning the oblate journey.  
 
At the Eucharist that ended the retreat, Rosie Dell made her final commitment as an oblate. In this 

decisive step a person accepts, after a period of 
discernment and preparation supported by members of 
the oblate community, to live the oblate commitment as a 
permanent way of life. Rosie has been increasingly 
involved in the life of the NZ Christian meditation 
community in recent years, including leading the 2021 
national NZCCM retreat. This final commitment was a 
happy event for Rosie herself, publicly affirming this 
decisive step on the path, and also for the oblate 
community who have journeyed with her over several 
years as she progressed towards this point. 

(L-R)  Jenny Wolf, Kitty Chiu, Patricia Hsu 
 
 
 
 

 

Metanoia (continued from front page…) 
 

While meditation helps us appreciate the joy of simply being alive, suffering is integral to human life 
(indeed the reason for our healthcare services). ‘And we can think of suffering as the really deep 
suffering that we experience when our attachments are fundamentally challenged and potentially going 
to be annihilated. So our health, mental health, our physical health, our financial wellbeing, what people 
think of us, our career, our relationships, and then the deepest suffering is the grief of loss of those who 
are close to us or potentially loss of our own life. And we can discover true meaning of that suffering as 
we experience healing. Not everybody who suffers, experiences deep healing, but perhaps we could say 
everybody who suffers has a capacity for healing, capacity for self-healing, perhaps. But the path, a 
contemplative path helps us on that journey. One of John Main’s sayings is that “meditation prepares us 
for death”. So, the practice of a contemplative is the practice of removing our attachments. 
 
Meditation, supported by the associated Benedictine tools - lectio divina, embodiment (care of the 
body), gratitude and charity - is the way we travel the path, the process of Metanoia that is the 
meaning of our human lives. 
 
A full transcript of the talk is available from the National Coordinator, Linda Polaschek, 
nandlpolaschek@gmail.com 
 

mailto:nandlpolaschek@gmail.com
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From the Pleroma Shelves by Shirley Duthie 

 

 

The Reluctant Disciple: Daring to Believe                                David Wells  

 

Some years ago I heard David Wells speak at a conference in Wellington and was 
very impressed with his communication skills.  So impressed, in fact, that I 
bought a set of CDs in which he talks about his faith journey and enjoyed 
listening to him on many a long car drive.   So it was with pleasure that I found 
this 2015 title of his back in print and in my Pleroma grab-bag.  It’s a great book 
of personal reflections for spiritual unwinding before or after prayer, pre-bed or 
for when sleep won’t return.  David helps us to see the divine in a range of 
situations that are often funny, sometimes painful and occasionally toe-curlingly 
embarrassing.  Related with characteristically self-deprecating humour, the 
stories in this volume range from his moving account of visiting war graves in 
France to the hilarious account of his “Mr Bean in a ballet” moment in California.  Always the teacher, 
the author ends each chapter with a Conversation Starter.  181pp.  $24.99 
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780852314210/the-reluctant-disciple-daring-to-
believe/ 
 

 

The Grateful Disciple: Grateful to be Loved                           David Wells  

 
This wasn’t in my grab-bag but when I found it showing as in stock on the Pleroma website I 
thought it well worth recommending as well.  It follows on from the popular first book, 
above, offering more thought-provoking and inspirational insights into scripture, based on 
the author’s own experience.  Written in the same self-depreciating humorous style David 
draws on his life as a teacher, speaker and family man to fully engage the reader.     181pp.   
$24.99 

https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/products/search/?s=The+Grateful+Disciple%3A+Daring+to+be+Loved 
 
 

 

Not By Bread Alone 2023              Susan H. Swetnam  
     
Very popular daily reflections on the lectionary readings of Lent.  This always 
offers valuable insights.   Code 2023 $7.99.    Also available in large print.  
Large Print Code 661289. $13.99 
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780814666999/not-by-bread-
alone-daily-reflections-lent-2023/ 
  

 
Rejoice and Be Glad 2023             Ferdinand Okorie & Geo Smiga 
 

If you enjoy daily reflections this one covers the Lectionary readings from Easter to 
Pentecost.    Code 661289.  $7.99.  Large Print Code 661292.  $13.99. 
 
 

https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780814666944/rejoice-and-be-glad-
daily-refl-easter-to-pentecost-2023/ 

 

https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780852314210/the-reluctant-disciple-daring-to-believe/
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780852314210/the-reluctant-disciple-daring-to-believe/
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/products/search/?s=The+Grateful+Disciple%3A+Daring+to+be+Loved
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780814666999/not-by-bread-alone-daily-reflections-lent-2023/
https://www.christiansupplies.co.nz/product/9780814666999/not-by-bread-alone-daily-reflections-lent-2023/
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Questions  & Answers by Fr. Peter Murphy 

 

 
Q.  I love being on my own. I often go fishing for a day and in the silence, I work out things in 
 my mind. I just love doing this. It makes no sense to me letting go of thoughts. In the 
 meditation I just struggled all the way through. What is the point of this? 
 

A.  This is a very valid objection. Solitary activities such as fishing, hiking, jogging or a simple walk 
 around the block are very valuable opportunities whereby people sort things out for themselves. 
 Our minds are the best gift we have. Meditation too is a solitary activity. The difference is being 
 still and letting go of thoughts. When you are thinking your attention is on yourself; when you 
 are meditating you are listening. The response of the young man who asked this question was, 
 “I’ll think about that.” You are not consciously listening otherwise you will be thinking. Listening 
 to the Spirit is not a thought process, it is simply being open to what comes. 
 
Q.  How is this related to synodality? 
 

A.  The call to synodality by Pope Francis is a similar process, except it is being carried out on a 
 world-wide scale. It rings alarm bells for those for whom doctrine is paramount. Why? Doctrine 
 in the past distinguished Christians from non-Christians. In early Christianity heresies abounded. 
 Politics became involved with the Emperor becoming involved and wanting a quick resolution for 
 the sake of peace. The Nicene Creed grew out of such a major controversy.  
 
 
Following the Reformation doctrine distinguished Catholics from Protestants. It is only in modern times 
that we have begun to move away from such defensiveness. Especially for Catholics their identity has 
been built around holding belief in certain truths. The opening to the Spirit can threaten the certainty of 
this identity for we simply lay ourselves open.  
 
It took John Main many years to process what he had learnt from his teacher and what sealed it for him 
was that Western civilisation was controlled by rationality. The letting go of thoughts offered a pathway 
to break from this dominance and become open to a whole new dimension of humanity. To let go of 
thoughts was not just a nice way of praying and finding release from anxiety and stress, but a necessary 
path to discover who Christ really is. Hence it is foundational to all prayer and Christian life.  
 
Synodality requires that we all enter into this dimension of listening. It is risky for it requires 
discernment and the laying aside of certainties. A good example is the Amazonian synod where the 
Amazon Bishops were desperate for permission to ordain married men to the priesthood. However, the 
Vatican officials were becoming more and more resistant and Pope Francis could see that the time was 
not right for such a change, even though the rational arguments for it were impeccable.  
 
The true meaning of synodality involves all Christians. The Anglican Church holds regular synods but 
their process is based on a parliamentary model. Unfortunately voting divides. We need new wine and 
new wineskins to break through the barriers that divide.  
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Books by Ross Miller 
 

➢ Sharp Darts of Longing Love 
 
➢ Sight Unseen 

 
➢ A Radiance of God’s Presence 

 
These three books of Ross Miller’s talks, written for the meditation group he led at Warkworth for many 
years, are available for purchase. 
 

 
 

These collections of 60 talks each are regularly used in our weekly meditation groups, as a 
prelude to meditation. They are also great for personal reading and reflection. Ross’s writings 
represent a unique resource for us, focussed on Christian meditative practice, with a scholarly 
depth, expressed in our New Zealand idiom that speaks to us.  
 

Copies are available from Linda Polaschek, nandlpolaschek@gmail.com ph 0204797955; or 
Jane Hole, holejane66@hotmail.com ph 03 3599036 

They are $20 each with free postage and packing. 
 

 

The Global Connection  
 
One of the great gifts of Christian meditation with WCCM is the connection with people from all 
around the world. We are all different, but we share a commitment to the act of saying our mantra 
twice a day and sitting with the heart of God however we understand that. A year or so ago a 
meditator and Benedictine oblate from the UK who has spent quite a bit of time in New Zealand, 
reached out to me via email. We have exchanged occasional reflections on living in solitude, our 
practice of meditation and the Benedictine Oblate life. This summer she travelled with a friend to 
Stewart Island and made the time to meet up with me in Owaka before flying back to the UK. 

 
 
Sue Pexton (foreground) from the Lakes District in England and Yvonne Smith 
from Kaka Point in the Catlins enjoy lunch at the Lumberjack Restaurant in 
Owaka.  

mailto:nandlpolaschek@gmail.com
mailto:holejane66@hotmail.com
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NZCCM 
National Council Members 

 

Coordinators Name Address Phone Email 

National Linda Polaschek 12 Everest Street, Khandallah, 
Wellington 3035 

04 479 7955 nandlpolaschek@gmail.com  

Northland Michael Dougherty  
(ex official) Shantigriha 

735 Owhiwa Road, RD1, Onerahi, 
Whangarei 0192 

09 436 5663 mdl@outlook.co.nz  

Auckland Area and 
Friends Coordinator 

Vincent Maire 7 Motuora Road, Manly, Auckland 
0930 

027 276 6032 vincentmaire12@gmail.com  

Waikato/Bay of Plenty Raymond Eberhard 93 Highfields Drive, Katikati, 
Waikato 3129 

07 549 5329 
021 795 579 

celebrantraymond@gmail.com  

Hawkes Bay/ 
Manawatu/Taranaki  

Malcolm Byford 15 Bell Street, Otane, Central 
Hawkes Bay 4202 

06 856 8229 
027 263 3708 

bmbyford@xtra.co.nz  

Wellington  Anne Cave  022 097 2939 annecave@gmail.com  

National Oblate  Jo Ward 40 Bennetts Road, Otaki 5512 022 071 5881 oblatesnz@gmail.com  

South Island & 
South Island Meditation 
in Schools Regional  

Jane Hole 341 Wairakei Road, Bryndwr, 
Christchurch 8053 

03 359 9036 holejane66@hotmail.com  

Nelson  Marie Shepherd   mlshepherd54@gmail.com  

Christchurch Annette Reinheimer  021 207 5122 annettere852@gmail.com  

Treasurer Maureen Eberhard 93 Highfields Drive, Katikati, 
Waikato 3129 

 treasurer@christianmeditationnz.org.nz  

Trust Board Secretary Damian Robertson 11a Robertson Street, Glenholme, 
Rotorua 3010 

07 347 2087 damian51950@gmail.com  

Meditation in Schools 
National and School 
Coordinator 

Fr Peter Murphy   frpetermurphy64@gmail.com  

Webmistress Clare McGivern   cmcgivern@hotmail.co.nz  

Newsletter Editor Helen Dowling /  
Grace Switzer 

 027 247 3973 
027 250 7206 

editor@christianmeditationnz.org.nz  

 
Stillpoint is the official magazine of the New Zealand Community for Christian Meditation.  It is published quarterly to provide a forum for 
sharing and teaching within the NZ Christian Meditation Community and to keep members informed of events, past and future. 
 

Publishers:  New Zealand Community for Christian Mediation, c/o Linda Polaschek, 12 Everest St, Khandallah, Wellington 6035.   
Phone: 04 479 7955.  Email: nandlpolaschek@gmail.com 
 

Editors:  Helen Dowling and Grace Switzer.  Articles for publication may be sent to Linda Polaschek (details above) 
 

The opinions expressed in this magazine do not necessarily reflect the attitudes and views of the editors or publisher. 

 
 

 

New Zealand Community for Christian Meditation                                                                                                     Charities Commission Number CC41943 
 

Annual Subscription     $  25.00 
 

Additional Donation     $ ________ 
 

Total                                $ ________ 
 

• Thank you for supporting the work of NZCCM. 

• If you have contributed a donation of $10.00 or more and require a receipt, please tick here 

• There are several ways you can pay: 
1. By paying online to 38-9003-0812910-00 
2. By asking your bank teller to assist you to transfer the funds to the NZCCM Kiwibank account. 
3. By depositing cash into the NZCCM account at Kiwibank.  Please print your name in the signature section and sub, and email or 

postal address in the reference section. 
If you are on email, please tell us: 
 

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Postal Address: __________________________________________________________  Post Code: _____________________   
 

Telephone: _______________________        Email Address: _____________________________________________________ 
 
Stillpoint is sent to you by email, unless you request a posted copy. 
 

I would like to start a meditation group or have someone run an introductory course in my area      yes               no 
 
Please return with payment to:  Treasurer:  Maureen Ebehard, 93 Highfields Drive, Katikati, Waikato 3129,                     treasurer@christianmeditationnz.org.nz  
 

mailto:nandlpolaschek@gmail.com
mailto:mdl@outlook.co.nz
mailto:vincentmaire12@gmail.com
mailto:celebrantraymond@gmail.com
mailto:bmbyford@xtra.co.nz
mailto:annecave@gmail.com
mailto:oblatesnz@gmail.com
mailto:holejane66@hotmail.com
mailto:mlshepherd54@gmail.com
mailto:annettere852@gmail.com
mailto:treasurer@christianmeditationnz.org.nz
mailto:damian51950@gmail.com
mailto:frpetermurphy64@gmail.com
mailto:cmcgivern@hotmail.co.nz
mailto:editor@christianmeditationnz.org.nz
mailto:nandlpolaschek@gmail.com
mailto:treasurer@christianmeditationnz.org.nz
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EVENTS 2023   
 
March 11th 10.30am – 2.30pm, DUNEDIN  
Introduction to Christian Meditation. In the small hall behind 89 North Rd, N E Valley, Dunedin. This will 
be a relaxed, informal introduction to meditation from a Christian perspective. Tea, coffee and biscuits 
provided, BYO lunch. For more info: Frank Meenan 027 658 7964. 
 

March 11th 10am to 2:30pm ROTORUA  
Community Day, St Mary’s Catholic Church Hall, Corner Ranolf and Seddon Streets, Rotorua. Exploring the 
Mystical Feminine Side of our Tradition. At this Community Day we will be guided by Avril Manly, Myra 
Mains, Lesley Cotterill and Cat Jehly as we explore the lives of some remarkable figures from the feminine 
side of our tradition, focusing on; Teresa of Avila, Julian of Norwich, Teresa of Calcutta and Joan Chittister. 
Arrive for morning tea or coffee. Contact Raymond Eberhard on celebrantraymond@gmail.com 
 
March 18th 10am – 2.30pm AUCKLAND 
St Mark’s Catholic Church, 334 Pakuranga Road, Pakuranga. Meditation, St Benedict and the Oblates Led 
by Nick Polaschek. For more details download: Auckland Community Day or contact Vincent Maire on 027 
276-6032    
 
March 25th 10:00 for cuppa, starting at 10:30 finishing 3:30. WELLINGTON / LOWER HUTT 
Sts Peter and Paul, 60 Knights Rd, Lower Hutt. Meditation and Prayer of the Heart. Led by Anne Cave. "We 
can meditate outside of any spiritual tradition, but it will always lead us back home where we belong: the 
heart." Fr Laurence Freeman. Contact Anne Cave annecave@gmail.com  022-097 2939.  
 
April 22nd – May 27th ONLINE Essential Teaching Series  
Runs for six Saturdays from 3pm to 5pm using Zoom. For any queries, or to book your place, please contact 
Raymond Eberhard on 07 5495329 or celebrantraymond@gmail.com 

 
May 20th 10am – 2.30pm MANAWATU / HAWKES BAY  
St Joseph’s Catholic Church, 32 Allardice Street, Dannevirke.  Meditation, St Benedict and the Oblates Led 
by Nick Polaschek. Contact: Malcolm Byford bmbyford@xtra.co.nz 027 263 3708 
 
June 24th 9.30am for a cuppa, starting at 10:00, finishing at 3:00. WELLINGTON / KAPITI COAST  
Our Lady of Kapiti, 1 Presentation Way, off Kapiti Rd, Paraparaumu. Meditation and Metanoia. The WCCM 
theme for 2023 is Metanoia - let your minds be remade. Nick & Linda Polaschek will explore what 
metanoia means and how our meditation practice relates to metanoia.  
Contact:  Anne Cave annecave@gmail.com, 022-097 2939.  
 
July 21-23 AUCKLAND RETREAT, St Francis Retreat Centre, 50 Hillsborough Road.  
An introduction to the Spirituality of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin SJ. Led by Adriana Janus.  
Contact Vincent Maire, vincentmaire12@gmail.com 
 
Aug 26th Vaughan Park Anglican Retreat Centre, AUCKLAND.  
Introduction to Christian Meditation, Vincent Maire.  
Contact: Vincent Maire, vincentmaire12@gmail.com 
 
September 19-26 SEVEN DAY SILENT RETREAT, Featherston, Wairarapa.  
Contact: Linda Polaschek, nandlpolaschek@gmail.com 

mailto:celebrantraymond@gmail.com
https://christianmeditationnz.org.nz/auckland-community-day-march-18/
mailto:annecave@gmail.com
mailto:bmbyford@xtra.co.nz
mailto:annecave@gmail.com
mailto:vincentmaire12@gmail.com
mailto:vincentmaire12@gmail.com
mailto:nandlpolaschek@gmail.com

